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Thank you for your interest in Bridging and our dresser build opportunity. Through the
effective reuse of donated items, Bridging improves lives by providing quality furniture and
household goods to those transitioning out of homelessness and poverty. We serve over 240
people each week who are given a sense of dignity as they rebuild their lives.
We rely on volunteers to help with just about everything at Bridging, including assembling
dressers. For volunteers, a dresser build is a terrific opportunity for team building, socializing
and staying active in addition to giving back to those in need. We provide dresser builds
for corporate teams, civic clubs, faith-based groups, schools, and even you and a group of
friends!
In 2015, Bridging provided 4,831 dressers to our clients. 1,693 of those were sponsored
and assembled by our community partners. That’s 35% of our inventory given to families in
need. We would like to provide one dresser per bedroom, but we are still short over 3,000
dressers each year to make that number a reality! By sponsoring a dresser build, you can
help us achieve this goal.
This Dresser Build Guide outlines everything you need to know to get started, have some fun
and help families in need.

BRIDGING CONTACTS
WENDY ERICKSON, NORTH/EAST METRO
Volunteer & Program Supervisor
1633 Terrace Drive
Roseville, MN 55113
p: 651.319.9295
e: wendy.erickson@bridging.org

SARA KING, SOUTH/WEST METRO
Volunteer & Program Supervisor
201 W 87th Street
Bloomington, MN 55420
p: 952.460.3750
e: sara.king@bridging.org

OFFSITE BUILDS AND DIANA DALSIN, Community Relations Manager
GENERAL QUESTIONS p: 952.888.0746 e: diana.dalsin@bridging.org
[ Bridging.org ]
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READY... SET... GO!
GETTING STARTED
Determine your group’s build location:
• At Bridging: A 10 dresser minimum is required for a
build at Bridging. We provide a brief tour and explain
why and how we’re serving clients.
• Off-site at a location of your choice: We come to you!
A 50 DRESSER MINIMUM IS REQUIRED for an offsite
build. A surcharge is applied to cover logistics, handling
(delivery and pickup) and staffing. See pages 3 & 4
for additional information.
Determine a date and time:
• Dresser build projects are available year round.
• Builds are typically scheduled between 1:00-6:00 p.m.
on weekdays and last 2-3 hours. Limited Saturday
schedules are available.
Determine on your group size:
• Assembly teams range in size from 10 – 300+ people.
• Typically, 4 volunteers work at one 6-8 foot table.
• All necessary hand tools and instructions are provided.
• Volunteers may bring power drills from home.
Determine the number of dressers your group will build.
• We will help you! Once the event time and group size are set, we can discuss the funds
available and the number of dressers needed to keep everyone busy.
• Ready to assemble dresser kits are $85 each and in stock at Bridiging.
• Volunteers will improve their skills as they build! 4 volunteers typically build the first dresser
in ~50 minutes, a second in ~25 minutes, and subsequent dressers in ~15 minutes.
Example Build Including Volunteers, Time and Cost
3 hour build
25 Volunteers 6 Tables
22 Dressers x $85 = $1,870
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2 – 2.5 hour build
12 Dressers x $85 = $1,020

Finalize your dresser build and pay for your dressers:
• Book your dresser build project with Bridging.
• Payment in advance is preferred but we can also accept payment on the day of the build.
Cash, check or credit/debit cards accepted. Payment required one week in advance of all
builds of 100+ dressers.
• A confirmation email will be sent to you along with an invoice for payment.
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BUILD AT YOUR LOCATION
WE CAN BRING THE “SHOW ON THE ROAD”!
Unable to bring your volunteers to a Bridging warehouse for the event? Would you rather
Bridging came to your place of work, conference center/hotel, school or faith-based
organization? No problem.
SCHEDULE A WALK-THRU
Once a date is set for your offsite dresser build, a Bridging representative will meet with the
project coordinator(s) for a 30 minute project walk-thru. Please plan to meet 2-4 weeks prior
to your build.
WHAT’S COVERED AT THE WALK-THRU?
• Welcome & Introduction: Why are you building dressers an instructions/logistics.
• The best drop-off location (12 boxes per pallet, 80 lbs. each box)
• Delivery details: is a dock needed or pallet jack available?
• Day of volunteers: 2 volunteers are needed to assist with recycling cardboard and moving
completed units.
• Number of 6’ – 8’ tables work tables needed, plus an additional table for Bridging’s
“Tool Shed” and recycling and trash containers
• Build time details for the assembly of _____ dressers:
- Volunteers work in groups of 4-5
- Hand tools provided. Volunteers may bring power drills from home.
- Quality control where team checks the unit, “built by” sticker provided and volunteers
sign tags, attach to back of dresser.
• Closing & Thank You: Cleanup the work area and load truck with completed furniture. Return
tools to Tool Shed. Load trucks.
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HOW TO RUN A BUILD
SET-UP THE BUILD
Building at a Bridging Warehouse: set up is done by the Bridging team.
Building at your location: set up is done by the host site.
1. Are all the dresser kits in the build area?
2. Are the tables set? Check # and spacing.
• Plan for 1 table for every 4 volunteers.
• Generally 6 – 8 foot tables are recommended.
• Leave enough room between tables for work space and to move a completed unit.
3. Trash and recycling
• Cardboard – where to stack it, can it be recycled?
• Space out trash cans – for paper instructions and a plastic bag.
• Styrofoam recycling – separate if you can recycle or add to trash containers.
4. Set up “Tool Shed” for teams to get supplies:
• 1 container for hardware
• 1 mallet and 4 phillips head screwdrivers
• Drill – may be provided by Bridging or bring one from home.
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KICK-OFF AND MANAGE A BUILD
1. Intro & welcome to the Bridging dresser build!
2. At your location: Watch a 2 min. Bridging video on the home page of bridging.org
3. At our warehouse: program tour by Bridging Staff
4. Housekeeping/logistical notes to the volunteers:
• Point out where the cardboard and trash go.
• You’ll be working in teams of 4 (unless otherwise noted)
• Invite 2 volunteers to pick up a box – each box weighs 80 pounds!
• Invite 1 volunteer to come and get tools for their work station at the “Tool Shed.”
• Instructions are in the box – between some of the pieces.
• Once completed, bring your dresser to the Tool Shed to get it checked out (do the
drawers open, etc.) and get a BUILT BY sticker for the back.
• Grab your next box and have fun!
5. Average Build Times:
• On average, the first dresser takes ~50 minutes.
• Second dresser takes about 25 minutes.
• Third dresser about 15 minutes. You feel like a rock star by dresser #3.
• Recommendation: break down the team in to 2 volunteers who focus on building the
CASE and 2 who build DRAWERS – great for when you get to dresser #2 and #3.
6. Good luck and have fun!
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SAMPLE PROMO TEXT
PRINT
Take the opportunity to share
who Bridging is and what
we do when promoting your
event! Below is sample text
for newsletters and other
print materials. Contact us
if you would like sample
photos to include in your
publications.
SHORT VERSION
A home is more than walls
and a roof: a home is a
bed to sleep in, utensils to
eat with, a dresser to hold
your things…a home is comfort. Many families and individuals in the Twin Cities area do not
live with these luxuries. Bridging aims to change that. Through the effective reuse of donated
items, Bridging improves lives by providing quality furniture and household goods to those
transitioning out of homelessness and poverty. Driven by volunteers and donations of furniture
and household goods from the community, Bridging has furnished over 75,000 homes since
1987. [YOUR ORGANIZATION NAME] is hosting a dresser build for Bridging on [DATE]! Join
us so we can help furnish homes with hope! For more information, visit Bridging.org.
LONG VERSION (If more space is available)
A home more than walls and a roof: a home is a bed to sleep in, utensils to eat with, a dresser
to hold your things…a home is comfort. Many families and individuals in the metro area do
not live with these luxuries. Bridging, a nonprofit organization serving the Twin Cities, aims
to change that. Through the effective reuse of donated items, Bridging improves lives by
providing quality furniture and household goods to those transitioning out of homelessness
and poverty. Driven by volunteers and donations of furniture and household goods from the
community, Bridging has furnished over 75,000 homes since 1987. [YOUR ORGANIZATION
NAME] is hosting a dresser build for Bridging on [DATE]! Join us so we can help furnish homes
with hope! For more information, visit Bridging.org.
With your donations, we can help create experiences like this:
“My kids love having their own dressers to put their things in. Having a place to put their clothing
and toys really feels good to them.” - Eureka, Bridging Client with five children, including two
sets of twins!
For more information, visit www.Bridging.org.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
SOCIAL MEDIA

@BridgingMN

Below are sample posts to customize for your social media pages promoting your dresser
build. When referencing Bridging, link to us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram using our
handle @BridgingMN.
• We’re building dressers for @BridgingMN - a nonprofit providing donated household
goods to over 4,000 families in need in year.
• [INSERT YOUR ORGANIZATION NAME/TWITTER HANDLE] is building dressers for
@BridgingMN! We’ll rock those hammers and drills.
• Help us furnish homes with hope! We’re sponsoring a dresser build for
@BridgingMN on [DATE]!
• Every week, @BridgingMN gives away over 200 dressers to those without. We’re
helping fiil that need by building dressers from kits on [DATE]!

CUSTOMIZED “BUILT BY” STICKERS
Insert the logo of your choice to personalize and/or have volunteers sign their name to the
sticker once they have completed a dresser. Stickers go on backs of dresser.
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STAY CONNECTED

BridgingMN
@BridgingMN
BridgingMN
BridgingMN
BridgingMN
Bridging.org

